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Abstract
Following Critical Geopoliticians’ re-formulation of geopolitics as discourse, this article historically
traces, politically contextualizes, and empirically analyzes the linguistic practices as found in myriad
actors’ formal geopolitical writings and public articulations in Turkey. It shows how the production and
dissemination of a particular understanding of geopolitics as a ‘‘scientific’’ perspective on statecraft,
and the military as an actor licensed to craft state policies (by virtue of its mastery over geopolitical
knowledge) has allowed the military to play a central role in shaping domestic political processes. Subsequent to the erosion of bi-partisan consensus on foreign policy from the mid-1960s onwards, civilian
actors also began to tap geopolitics but as a foreign policy tool. By the end of the 1990s, geopolitics
had become rooted in the discourses of both military and civilian actors shaping (for ‘‘better’’ or for
‘‘worse’’) Turkey’s ‘‘foreign’’ relations with the European Union as well as ‘‘domestic’’ political
processes.
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‘‘It was never easy being a Turk; nor is it today; nor will it be tomorrow. This is what
_
history and geographical variables point to’’ (Ilhan,
1999)
The title and the quote heading this paper are borrowed from Turkey’s foremost geopoliti2
_
cian, General (Ret.) Suat Ilhan,
who has, over the years, maintained that Turkey’s geography is
the envy of friend and foe alike due to its ‘‘significance’’ for world politics, and that Turkey
needs to be a ‘‘strong unitary nation-state’’ to exist in constant peril of ‘‘fait accomplis of
_
geopolitics’’ (Ilhan,
1986, 1989, 2000). When set against the background of four military interventions (1960, 1971, 1980 and 1997), the military’s seemingly incessant forays into the political sphere to prevent civilian actors deviating from constitutive principles of the Republic, and
the destructive experience of ‘‘low intensity warfare’’ in southeastern Turkey (from the mid_
1980s to late 1990s), Ilhan’s
words could be taken as a plea for a ‘‘stronger’’ state, understood
in military-focused terms. This is in contrast to a people- and democracy-focused understanding
favored by those who have sought to strengthen the rule of law, democracy and the economy. In
what follows, the article presents a theoretically-informed analysis of how and with what consequences civilian and military actors have used geopolitical discourse in Turkey.3
The ways in which discourses shape and are shaped by foreign policy is central to Critical
Geopolitics and International Relations (see, inter alia, Campbell, 1992; Ó Tuathail & Agnew,
1992). Through historically tracing, politically contextualizing and empirically analyzing the
formal writings and public articulations of various civilian and military actors in Turkey,4
the article seeks to contribute to the critical line of inquiry into the politics of ‘‘inside/outside’’
(Walker, 1993) and ‘‘power/knowledge’’ (Foucault, 1980) in geopolitical discourse. What is of
particular interest in Turkey’s case is the ways in which geopolitics is put to work in shaping not
only foreign policy (as per practice) but also (perhaps more so) domestic political processes. To
hint at what is to come: contra those explanations of civilemilitary (im)balance as a consequence of a pre-given culture of militarism, the article argues that the current situation is better
understood as a consequence of the production and dissemination of a particular understanding
of geopolitics as a privileged perspective on statecraft and the military as an actor licensed to
craft state policies by virtue of its command over this perspective.

_
Ilhan
is no ordinary retired general. He is a prolific author who has published some twenty formal studies on geopolitics including his 1989 book Jeopolitik Duyarlılık (Geopolitical Sensitivity) which has gone through several prints.
During 1967e1969 he set up and taught the first geopolitics course at the Military Academy. His lecture notes, which
_
_
were later compiled into a book (Ilhan,
1971, 1989) have been used as teaching material at military institutions. Ilhan
makes regular TV appearances and contributes to magazines and journals.
3
It is also significant to note what the article does not do: it does not provide an analysis of Turkey’s geopolitical
tradition, or an historical rendition of how geographical designations and assumptions have been employed in Ottoman/Turkish policy-making.
4
The research archive for this project was built around formal studies accessible via the National Library in Ankara.
For articles published in journals, I have surveyed the scholarly journals (Siyasal Bilgiler Fakültesi Dergisi, Turkish
Yearbook of International Relations, Coğrafi Bilimler Dergisi [Journal of Geographical Sciences], Ege Coğrafya Dergisi
[Aegean Journal of Geography], Coğrafya Arastırmaları Dergisi [Journal of Geographical Research], and Coğrafya
Aras
xtırmaları [Geographical Research]) as well as policy journals and magazines (Jeopolitik [Geopolitics], Avrasya
Dosyası [Eurasian Dossier] and Strateji [Strategy]). For public articulations of military and civilian actors, I have collected the original texts of speeches delivered by policy practitioners at the Grand National Assembly, speeches delivered by military actors, and the texts of press conferences held by civilian and military actors. The findings of these
research and interpretation offered in this paper have been checked and re-worked through adding secondary sources
and the memoirs of some of the critical actors.
2
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By showing how Classical Geopolitics ideas and concepts (such as ‘‘Heartland’’ and ‘‘state-asorganism’’), that were originally designed to rationalize foreign policy, have been adopted and
adapted to help justify foreign and domestic policy-making, the paper also seeks to complement
the literature on geopolitical discourse in different parts of the world (see, for example, Dodds
& Atkinson, 2000; Fukushima, 1997; Kuus, 2002; Sidaway et al., 2004; Smith, 1999).
The discussion opens with the introduction of geopolitics to Turkish audiences during World
War II (first section). In the years that followed, interest in geopolitics mostly remained
confined to the military. During this period, the production and dissemination of a particular
understanding of geopolitics as ‘‘science’’ has allowed the military not only to begin to regain
the room for maneuver it lost during 1944e1960, but also to discursively justify the centrality
of the role it began to play in Turkey’s politics with the 1960 coup d’etat (second section).
While failing to resist this challenge, Turkey’s civilians were, in time, socialized into deploying
geopolitics as a foreign policy tool (third section). Taken together, second and third sections,
while historicizing and contextualizing the adoption, adaptation and dissemination of geopolitical notions in Turkey, also show how the geopolitical discourse has helped to shape (and, in
turn, has been shaped by) civilemilitary dynamics. The fourth section looks at post-1999 debates on Turkey’s accession to the European Union to illustrate how geopolitics has become
rooted in the discourses of military and civilian actors shaping both TurkeyeEU ‘‘foreign’’
relations as well as the character of ‘‘domestic’’ polity.

World War II years: notions of classical geopolitics are introduced
‘‘Geopolitics’’ as a term and a body of knowledge was introduced to Turkey for the first time
during World War II in a series of articles published in the newspapers (Eren, 1964; Sezgin &
Yılmaz, 1965).5 The use of the original German word geopolitik in these articles suggests from
where their authors derived their inspiration. During the early years of the war when Germany
was still going strong and allied victory was far from certain, the authors of these articles,
clearly impressed by the contributions of German geopoliticians to their country’s offensive,
called for developing the study of geopolitics to inform Turkey’s policies.6 ‘‘It would prove
vital to use the weapon of this new science against those who may set their eyes on our territories in the post-war period’’, wrote Professor Ziyaeddin Fahri Fındıkoğlu in 1941 (Fahri
[Fındıkoğlu], 1946: 93). Geopolitics, then, was introduced to Turkey for instrumental reasons:
here was a new and potentially useful approach that should be mastered if Turkey was not to lag
behind in its foreign relations.
Notwithstanding Fındıkoğlu’s representation of geopolitics as a ‘‘new science’’, many considered its ‘‘scientific’’ status as suspect. Whereas some expressed their confidence that mastery
over this ‘‘new science’’ will ‘‘show the way’’ to Turkey’s policy-makers (Koyulhisarlıoğlu,
1946; Runciman, 1946), others begged to differ. Fındıkoğlu, for instance, quipped that the
‘‘will of God’’ was being replaced by the ‘‘will of the terrain’’ in German geopoliticians’ writings (Fahri [Fındıkoğlu], 1946: 84). Noting how geopolitical knowledge was far from being
5 _
Ilhan (2004b) located an earlier reference in Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s conversations with General Douglas MacArthur during his visit to Turkey before WWII. Other than this passing remark, however, there is no evidence of Atatürk
having invoked geopolitics in communicating with audiences at home or abroad.
6
There was also a considerable degree of sympathy towards Germany in Turkey during the early years of World
War II.
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‘‘scientific’’ or impartial, Fındıkoğlu reminded his readers that geopolitics itself did not speak;
people made geopolitics speak in line with their own preferences.
Fındıkoğlu, nonetheless, was no critical geopolitician. While pointing to the policy-oriented
and partial nature of geopolitical knowledge, Fındıkoğlu nevertheless considered geopolitics to
be a ‘‘necessary evil’’ whose benefits he did not want Turkey to miss out on. On this point,
Turkey’s authors agreed with their British colleagues that geopolitics was a ‘‘hardheaded strategic approach to the study of world politics’’ that one could only ignore at his/her own peril (Ó
Tuathail, 1996: 259).
By the time World War II ended, geopolitics had become stigmatized in the West because of
its links with Nazi expansionism. In Turkey there was little sign of such stigma attached to geopolitics. Far from it, Turkish authors continued to represent geopolitics as a ‘‘new science’’ that
was studied at ‘‘Western institutions of higher education’’ and used for shaping post-war policies in the West and elsewhere (Osmanağaoğlu, 1968; Turfan, 1965). The connotation being
that Turkey’s ‘‘Western’’ orientation, its ‘‘rational’’ outlook to world politics, and its foreign
policy interests required achieving mastery over this ‘‘new science’’.7 In presenting geopolitics
as a ‘‘science’’ like any other, Turkey’s geopoliticians did not only gloss over the role played by
geopolitics in Nazi Germany or its origins in imperial statecraft in late 19th century, but also
made a break with their predecessors who were skeptical of its scientific status. Although geopolitics was not shunned in Turkey as in the West, interest nonetheless remained confined to
military institutions well until the late 1960s.
The Turkish military and geopolitics as a privileged perspective on statecraft
Following World War II, the Military Academy introduced to its curriculum a series of
lectures on geopolitics, which were delivered by professors from leading universities. One can
only try to imagine the degree of the military’s interest in geopolitical ideas and theories, or
infer from Professor Bilge’s (1959) warning, delivered in one of his lectures, that geography
was but one factor shaping the foreign relations of a country and that it had to be treated as
such. Such warnings seem to have done little to curb the enthusiasm of the military that
went on in 1967 to introduce a course devoted to geopolitics to the curriculum of the Military
_
Academy. Suat Ilhan,
as the first instructor to teach the course, set it up as an introduction to
_
Classical Geopolitics (Ilhan,
2003). During this period, a formal geopolitics literature in Turkish also began to build up with the lectures delivered by university professors being published
through military outlets (Bilge, 1959; Eren, 1964; Turfan, 1965; Öngör, 1963). Since then, the
majority of contributors to Turkey’s formal geopolitics literature have been of military back_
ground (Harp Akademileri Komutanlığı, 1963; Ilhan,
1971, 1986, 1989, 1997, 2000, 2002,
2004a, 2004b, 2005; Olcaytu, 1996; Sezgin & Yılmaz, 1965; Tarakçı, 2003; Tezkan, 2000,
2005; Tezkan & Tasxar, 2002; Türsan, 1971; Uzun, 1981).
What was the attraction of geopolitics for the military at a time when its revered Western
counterparts wanted to have very little to do with it? In answering this question, two postwar era developments regarding foreign policy and domestic politics should be considered.
To begin with foreign policy, in the immediate aftermath of World War II, the Soviet Union
7
Such representations constructed, by explicit and implicit contrast, the Ottoman Empire as ‘‘Eastern’’ and Ottoman
policy-making as colored by religion, i.e. not rational. This, in turn, was in line with the positivist precepts of the elite
discourse through the late Ottoman to early Republican era (Göle, 1986).
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demanded joint control of the strategic waterways of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles and indicated its desire for territorial adjustments in the eastern border of Turkey. Given the history of
rivalry between the Russian and Ottoman Empires, Russia’s age-old desire to control these waterways, Soviet leader Joseph Stalin’s oeuvre in Central and Eastern Europe in the last phases
of the War, and post-War US ambivalence regarding its commitment to Turkey’s security, the
military could have found in geopolitics a body of knowledge that would provide insight into
the dynamics of regional and world politics, and/or a discourse to be employed when defending
Turkey’s interests in world fora.
However, looking merely into perceived Soviet threat provides only part of the answer. For,
the institutionalization of US commitment to Turkey’s security (that began with the Truman
doctrine in 1946 and was reinforced with Turkey’s accession to NATO in 1952) and Soviet
leader Nikita Khruschev’s denunciation of Stalin’s policies did very little to curb the military’s
enthusiasm about all-things-geopolitical. Indeed, the military’s interest in geopolitics grew
independent of the Soviet threat and not necessarily in tandem with other NATO allies.8
On the domestic politics front, during 1944e1960 the military suffered from a loss of
authority vis-à-vis civilian actors. From the inception of the Republic (1923) onwards, but increasingly since 1944, successive governments had taken steps to prevent the military from
emerging as a rival source of authority.9 So much so that one external observer, writing in
1959, noted how the military had become a relatively marginal actor in Turkey’s politics (Rustow, 1959). The 1960 coup d’etat must have taken him by surprise.
In effect, joining NATO served as a catalyst for civil-military dynamics in that it allowed the
military to go through a process of modernization, which some consider as having increased its
self-confidence and desire to enhance its status at home. Indeed, some have explained the 1960
(‘‘first’’) military coup as an unintended consequence of the military’s post-1952 self-advancement (Harris, 1965a, 1965b; Savcı, 1961: 52e53). It is difficult to know whether it was the
increase in the military’s knowledge, skills and self-confidence that led them to seek more say
in Turkey’s politics, or it was their search for more say in shaping political processes that led
them on the path to self-advancement. Perhaps both. What is crucial for the purposes of this
article is the ways in which the framing of geopolitics as a ‘‘science’’ has permitted tipping
the civilemilitary balance in favor of the latter.
Consider an article that was authored by the Office of the Commander of the Military Academy and published in Silahlı Kuvvetler Dergisi (the official journal of the Turkish Armed
Forces) in 1963, soon after the 1960 coup.10 Entitled ‘‘A Study on Turkey’s Geopolitical Situation’’, the article introduced geopolitics as a ‘‘science’’ that would constitute a foil to the failures of politicians who had ‘‘brought the country to the brink of chaos’’ (Harp Akademileri
Komutanlığı, 1963). The remainder of the text illustrated the insights to be gleaned from geopolitics by providing an extensive discussion of various aspects of Turkey’s domestic and

8
Two other states whose interest in geopolitics deviated from the generality of NATO members were Portugal and
Spain (joined NATO in 1982 following transition to democracy) both of whom were then under authoritarian rule.
9
Until Marshal Fevzi Çakmak (Chief of Staff since 1924) retired in 1944, ‘‘the Chief of the General Staff enjoyed
a position of cardinal importance in the government, taking precedence over Cabinet members and ranking just below
the Prime Minister’’ (Harris, 1965a: 60). Following Çakmak’s retirement, civilians began to gradually limit the autonomy of the military by subordinating the Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister in 1944 and to the Ministry of Defense in
1949. After the 1960 coup d’etat, the Chief of Staff once again came under the authority of the Prime Minister.
10
The 1960 coup d’etat was followed by 14 months of direct military rule and a lengthier period of civilian governance
under military tutelage.
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foreign policy (including society, agriculture, economy and administration as well as the strategic implications of geography). Geopolitics was thus framed as a privileged perspective (by
virtue of its ‘‘scientific’’ quality). The framing of geopolitics with rationalist predicates (‘‘science’’ and ‘‘study’’) and demonstrating the military’s command over geopolitics (through its
authorship of the article) helped to constitute the military as a subject who has mastered this
privileged perspective on statecraft and was, therefore, licensed to craft state policies.
The ground for such representations was already laid with previous texts that introduced geopolitics as a ‘‘new science’’. What was different in the military’s new texts was that they rested on
an inward-focused conception of geopolitics with geography constructed as having consequences
for not only ‘‘foreign’’ but also ‘‘domestic’’ policy. This conception, in turn, was more akin to
South American militaries’ version than that of Classical Geopoliticians. In South America,
too, geopolitics had emerged as the preserve of military actors and provided a
general theory of the military state, a bridge that allows the military a legitimate and
commanding place in all aspects of the political and economic life of the state, all in
the name of the security of the state organism from both internal and external threat (Hepple, 1992: 148).
Viewed as such, Turkish Military’s production and dissemination of an inward-focused understanding of geopolitics constitutes an instance of re-working notions of Classical Geopolitics
(in this particular case, Ratzel’s ‘‘state-as-organism’’ metaphor) to fit their own particular context, which prioritized ‘‘internal’’ concerns.
_
Subtext turned to text in an article by Ilhan
that came out in 1971 (about the same time as the
11 _
‘‘second’’ military intervention). Ilhan’s text made the contrast between the subject positions
of military and civilian (politician) explicit by way of arguing that ‘‘politicians no longer have
a monopoly on foreign policy issues’’ and that ‘‘geostrategic issues are of interest not only to
the Military but also scientists’’. Whereas the military was represented as possessing ‘‘objective’’ insight (by virtue of geopolitics as ‘‘science’’ and the military’s preference for searching
solutions through ‘‘rational’’ institutions and ‘‘scientific’’ studies), politicians, by implicit and
explicit contrast, were represented as superimposing their ‘‘subjective’’ beliefs and ideals onto
_
statecraft (as prisoners of ‘‘ideological hang-ups and political choices’’, Ilhan,
1971: iiieiv).
_
Articulated as such, Ilhan’s words left no room for politicians’ input into policy-making.
The practical implications of such representations cannot be underestimated. As the notion
of geopolitics as a privileged perspective began to disseminate, alternative perspectives were
easier to marginalize by default; for, they could be represented as inadequate, unscientific, idealistic, political or outright ideological.12
Instrumental in this process of dissemination has been the compulsory high school course,
‘‘National Security’’, designed and taught by the military. Although the course has been in the
curriculum of all high schools since 1926, it was in 1973, shortly after the 1971 intervention,
that a geopolitics component was added with geopolitics described in the textbook as ‘‘the definition and administration of government politics in accordance with the necessities and inclinations of geography’’ (quoted in Altınay, 2005: 133). Since then, each time the textbook was

11

The so-called ‘‘coup by memorandum’’ (1971) was carried out by the military through forcing a change of
government.
12
The study of International Relations in Turkey was also far from providing an alternative knowledge base, with history and law constituting the body of students’ training (see Bilgin, in press).
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revised in 1980 and 1998 (which coincided with the ‘‘third’’ and ‘‘fourth’’ military interventions)13 the geopolitics component was further beefed up (Altınay, 2005: 133). The 1998 textbook, which is currently used in high schools, opens as follows:
The Turkish Republic, because of its geopolitical position, has had to face [political]
schemes devised by external powers. The Turkish youth needs to be prepared to deal
with such schemes (Lise Milli Güvenlik Bilgisi, 2004 [1998]: 7).
In assigning insidious intentions to ‘‘external powers’’, the text constructs them as aggressors in
opposition to Turkey that is represented as acting out of defensive urges. The text thus depoliticizes foreign policy-making and presents Turkey’s statecraft as mere responses to threats,
which are taken as pre-given. True to the logic of the ‘‘state-as-organism’’ metaphor of Classical Geopolitics, Turkey is represented as responding to external stimuli in an attempt to maximize its life chances. In the ‘‘National Security’’ textbook (as with the other texts quoted
above) politics does not come into the picture when considering what Turkey should do
(note the definition of geopolitics quoted above) thereby leaving no room for ‘‘politics’’ (or
‘‘politicians’’) in Turkey’s statecraft.
To recapitulate, Turkey’s Military has been far from being merely the beneficiary of a culture
of militarism that renders its interventions inevitable and helps its forays into day-to-day politics seem ‘‘normal’’. Through introducing geopolitics as a ‘‘science’’, disseminating a particular framing of geopolitics as a privileged perspective on statecraft, and proposing itself as the
master of this perspective, the military has helped to (re)produce the centrality of its role in
shaping political processes.
Civilian actors and geopolitics as a foreign policy tool
Notwithstanding the implications of the military’s embrace of geopolitics for civilemilitary
(im)balance, Turkey’s civilians have not disputed the ‘‘scientific’’ status of geopolitics; nor have
they sought to level the playing field by resisting the military’s limiting of the group of ‘‘experts’’ licensed to have a say on Turkey’s statecraft. Rather, civilians were gradually socialized
into invoking geographical determinism when articulating their preferred foreign policy. In
what follows, the paper traces how Turkey’s geopolitical discourse has shaped and, in turn,
been shaped by the practices of civilian actors.
Explicit references to Turkey’s geographical location have never been absent from the discourses of Turkey’s policy-makers (the majority of whom had a military background until the
1950s). Well until the mid-1960s, however, assumptions of geographical determinism were seldom invoked when articulating foreign policy. This was partly because there was little discussion
_
_
on foreign affairs. The legacy of Kemal Atatürk and his successor Ismet
Inönü
was one of singlehanded formulation of foreign policy, leaving the Foreign Minister and his office to implement
already-made decisions. The rest of the ruling elite, including the Prime Minister, were occasionally consulted but mostly merely informed about the developments. Following the transition to
multi-party democracy in 1946 and especially with DP (Demokrat PartidDemocratic Party)
13

The 1980 coup d’etat was followed by a lengthy period of direct military rule. Although multi-party elections were
held in 1983, General Kenan Evren, head of the military council that staged the coup, served as President until 1990.
The 1997 intervention is referred to as ‘‘postmodern coup’’ because of the way in which the military, in direct and
indirect coalition with a number of civilian actors, forced a change of government.
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coming to power in 1950, foreign policy-making was opened up for the input of the Foreign
Ministry. Still, foreign policy-making largely retained its bi-partisan and topedown qualities.14
It was during this period that assumptions of geographical determinism first began to be
invoked by Turkey’s policy practitioners, and then only when talking to ‘‘foreign’’ audiences.
Prime Minister Adnan Menderes (1950e1960) and Foreign Minister Professor Fuat Köprülü
(1950e1956) referred to Turkey’s geographical position when talking to Western allies to write
into space Turkey’s quality as an asset for NATO. Likewise, when challenged by Indian leader
Jawaharlal Nehru at the 1955 Bandung Non-aligned Conference on the issue of Turkey’s
staunchly pro-Western stance, State Minister Fatin Rüsxtü Zorlu resorted to geopolitics. Only
those who were not located in Turkey’s geopolitical position, he averred, could afford to criticize Turkey’s policies (quoted in Bağcı, 2001: 49, 58, 60).
When talking to ‘‘domestic’’ audiences, on the other hand, DP policy-makers chose to articulate threats not in geographical but ideological (as with Soviet Communism or its regional
allies) or economic (need for aid or investment into education, health, defense) terms. For
example, the decision to join NATO was explained with reference to perceived Soviet threat
to Turkey’s security; NATO membership was represented as having been made possible by Turkey’s solidarity with the West in the Korean War.
Consensus on foreign policy broke down for good soon after the 1960 coup d’etat. The
coup-makers introduced a new constitution (1961) which helped to create a domestic environment that allowed for questioning the very basis of this consensus: Turkey’s ‘‘Western’’
orientation. It was not only the transformation of the institutional and legal setting but
also changes in the political environment that fuelled these debates. For, the post-1960 period
was characterized by further deterioration of the situation in Cyprus (1963), the increase in
the number of actors interested in and wanting to have a say on foreign policy issues, and the
entry into TGNA (in the 1965 elections) of new parties with radically different views. Among
these factors, the conflict in Cyprus was of particular significance because it made it easier to
challenge long-established policies towards the United States and/or NATO without being
branded as a ‘‘leftist’’/‘‘communist’’ for dissent on foreign policy issues was not without
its dangers in Cold War Turkey. Those who wanted to challenge the policies towards the
United States and/or NATO risked being labeled as being on the ‘‘left’’ therefore a ‘‘threat’’
to national security. Given the Cold War context, this was no small danger. Cyprus, however,
was a ‘‘national cause’’ in defense of which criticisms of the United States and/or NATO was
allowed (Fırat, 1997: 284).
As foreign policy issues began to be publicly debated, policy positions, which previously
went on the nod in the National Assembly and were merely declared to the public, had to
be discursively justified. This, in turn, required civilian actors to gain mastery over new discursive tools in order to enhance the authority of what they ‘‘said’’. It is during this period that
civilians began to turn to geopolitics as a foreign policy tool. An analysis of the 1960s debates
on Turkey’s foreign policy orientation shows that both sides explicitly invoked assumptions of
geographical determinism to make their case.15 Foreign policy conservatives sought to resist
the calls for change by stressing Turkey’s geopolitical position (Sezer, 1972: 508). Those

14

Consider Foreign Minister Zorlu’s (1957e1960) speech at the Turkish Grand National Assembly made on the
occasion of the debates on his Ministry’s annual budget. The text reads more like a treatise on various foreign policy
issues rather than a defense of DP policies (Zorlu, 1958).
15
Sezer (1972) identifies the terms of the 1960s’ debates. My argument rests on her findings.
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who wanted change, while starting from assumptions of geographical determinism, nevertheless pointed to the changing conditions of world politics and called for new thinking. Consider
the following comments by Nadir Nadi Abalıoğlu,16 the chief columnist of the Kemalist daily,
Cumhuriyet:
We continue to rely on the West by virtue of the opportunities our geographical position
provides them. We seldom consider the fallacy in this. The first step to take towards keeping up with a developing, advancing and changing world is to shed off the passive stance
of relying upon our geography and our friends (quoted in Sezer, 1972: 151).
Turkish foreign policy conservatives’ mid-1960s turn to geopolitics as a foreign policy tool is
no exception to developments elsewhere where geopolitics has been ‘‘conspicuously conservative in orientation.not at the forefront of querying the status quo’’ (Taylor, 2003: 47). During
a turbulent period in history (the 1960se1970s) when anti-NATO and anti-US sentiments were
high in Turkey and elsewhere in Europe, those with more conservative convictions on foreign
policy issues resorted to geopolitics when defending the status quo (Murphy, Bassin, Newman,
Reuber & Agnew, 2004).
Having said that, then Prime Minister and head of CHP Bülent Ecevit does not fit this profile
in that he utilized geopolitical discourse to call for foreign policy change. Bülent Ecevit suc_
_
ceeded Ismet
Inönü
as head of CHP and served two short stints as Prime Minister in 1974
and during 1978e1999.17 What distinguished Ecevit from his many predecessors was his frequent resort to geopolitical notions to justify his government’s foreign policies. For example,
when seeking to justify his government’s reevaluation of Turkish foreign policy, Ecevit
reminded his audience that the world was changing and
we cannot deny an interest in any of these changes, because Turkey is geopolitically situated in such a critical part of the world that she is bound to be influenced by events and
developments taking place in the distant parts of the world (Ecevit, 1978: 17).
Whereas ‘‘critical’’, in the context of this speech, connoted geographical ‘‘significance’’, it was
used to refer to ‘‘sensitivity’’ when Ecevit (1978: 50) explained how much Turkey was hurt by
the arms embargo (1974e1978) imposed by the US following the Cyprus operation: ‘‘Turkey is
situated, as you know, in a very critical part of the world’’. Notions of both geographical
‘‘significance’’ and ‘‘sensitivity’’, danger and opportunity ran through Ecevit’s speeches.
This section of the paper has so far showed how Turkey’s civilian actors gradually embraced
geopolitics as a foreign policy tool. Whereas it was initially foreign policy conservatives who
turned to geopolitics, eventually geopolitical discourse began to be deployed when calling for
change as well. In doing this, civilian actors re-worked some of the notions introduced by military geopoliticians. To illustrate this point, let me focus on an example.
Turkey as a ‘‘central state’’
The ‘‘central state’’ metaphor was first offered in a text authored by the Office of the Commander of the Military Academy (1963) and has, since then, been frequently deployed by
16
Nadir Nadi also served as an independent Member of the Parliament during 1950e1960 and as a CHP Senator during 1964e1970.
17
Ecevit served as Prime Minister again during 1999e2002.
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various actors (see, for example, Davutoğlu, 2004a, 2004b; Doğanay, 1989; Hacısalihoğlu,
2003; Okman, 2002; Özdağ, 2003; Stratejik Öngörü, 2005; Türsan, 1971; Uzun, 1981). At
the time, it was through building upon the ‘‘central state’’ metaphor that military authors
had emphasized the need for caution in and ‘‘expert’’ input into Turkey’s statecraft. Their texts
presented the ‘‘central state’’ metaphor as an upshot of the ideas of Halford Mackinder. In these
writings, the significance Mackinder attaches to the region surrounding Turkey is somehow
transformed into an affirmation of its centrality for world politics. That is to say, in the process
of re-working Mackinder’s ‘‘Heartland’’ into ‘‘Turkey as a central state’’, what Mackinder
‘‘says’’ is less relevant than what cursory references to his works allow these authors to
‘‘say’’. The irony here is that in order to substantiate their warnings about ‘‘Western’’ schemes
plotted against Turkey, these authors seem to need to appeal to the authority ‘‘Western’’ geopoliticians.18 Having said that it is no more ironical than AKP leader (Adalet ve Kalkınma
PartisidJustice and Development Party) and Prime Minister Erdoğan’s (2005) embrace of the
notion of Turkey as a ‘‘central state’’. Given AKP’s ‘‘conservative democrat’’ credentials and
tense relations with the military, Erdoğan’s resort to a geopolitical notion produced and disseminated by the military is illustrative of the flexibility of geopolitics as a tool.
Clearly, Prime Minister Erdoğan’s discourse is informed by the ideas of his chief foreign
policy advisor Professor Ahmet Davutoğlu, who has articulated the need for activism in foreign policy to realize the potentiality of Turkey’s location as a ‘‘central state’’ (Davutoğlu,
2001, 2004). Professor Davutoğlu was appointed as Ambassador without portfolio by the
AKP government when it came to power in late 2002. He has also served as the chief foreign
policy advisor to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Davutoğlu’s (2001) book Stratejik Derinlik
(Strategic Depth) went through several prints in a manner unusual for a book of academic
nature and generated debates (see, for example, Akyol, 2003; Kömürcü, 2003; Yılmaz,
2001). Critical of Euro-Atlantic Cold War policies (that were based on the axiom of ‘‘Turkey’s geopolitical significance for the West’’) for ‘‘denying’’ Turkey its ‘‘natural sphere of
influence’’ and its ‘‘strategic depth’’ (which he locates in the former Ottoman territories
by implicit reference to the state-as-organism metaphor), Davutoğlu has called for a ‘‘new
strategic theory’’ that would help Turkey’s policy-makers to make use of the opportunities
created by the post-Cold War ‘‘geopolitical and geoeconomic vacuum’’ (Davutoğlu, 2001).
Emerging in the discourse of military geopoliticians (who offered it as an upshot of the ideas
and theories of Classical Geopoliticians), the ‘‘central state’’ metaphor has evolved from a tool
of domestic politics (produced and used by the military) to one of foreign policy (used by civilians); from a tool advising caution (military authors) to one calling for activism (AKP actors’
twist on the military’s pro-status quo construct). More recently, it has been employed by civilian
and military actors to argue against Turkey making the reforms required by EU conditionality.
The following section uses the debates on TurkeyeEU relations to illustrate how different actors
tap geopolitics to justify pursuit of conflicting positions.

18
Even the conservative intellectual Ahmet Davutoğlu, who is otherwise keen on Turkey’s Ottoman legacy (the ‘‘strategic depth’’ argument), has not made use of Ottoman authors such as Naima (Thomas & Itzkowitz, 1972), who had also
employed early versions of the state-as-organism metaphor. Indeed, it is interesting to point to the appeal of geopolitics
to both the ‘secular’, who seem to ground knowledge claims on the ‘science’ of geopolitics, and the ‘Islamic-oriented’,
who seem to be attracted to the ‘pre-given’ (god-given?) nature of geography as a factor shaping politics.
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‘‘Turkey’s geography does not allow for more democracy’’?19
Membership to the European Union is not a vision shared by all in Turkey. Indeed, recent
years have been characterized by heated debates on EU conditionality and the reform process.
As the prospect of Turkey’s accession to European integration became clearer with the 1999
decision of the EU to grant Turkey candidate country status, debates became even more heated
with various participants tapping geopolitics to justify different positions.
 Those who favor Turkey’s membership to the European Union have deployed the metaphor
of ‘‘bridge’’ to substantiate Turkey’s case when talking to EU audiences. The official webpage of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reads:
As a cosmopolitan state in a multi-cultural global community, Turkey employs a multidimensional foreign policy that reconciles the West with the East and the North with the
South and is active in all continents. She serves by way of her geographic disposition and
close historical and cultural ties across a vast landscape as a crucial bridge and interaction
between civilizations at the heart of Eurasia.20
Such representations of Turkey as a ‘‘bridge’’ between regions, continents and cultures have
resonated with some EU actors as well in that they invoked similar notions to convince the
skeptics within the EU of the virtues of Turkey’s membership.21
 Those who oppose Turkey joining the EU have deployed similar notions to arrive at
_
different conclusions. Consider the following quote from General Ilhan’s
(2000) book entitled Why No to the European Union: The Geopolitical Perspective, where he lays out what
the European Union stands to gain ‘‘geopolitically’’ from Turkey’s membership:
it enhances its horizons and sphere of influence to include the Caucasus, Middle East,
Central Asia; attains the opportunity to enhance and reinforce the advantages created
by the Customs Union treaty.prepares the ground for the resolution of the TurcoeGreek
dispute in favor of Greece.paves the way for carving out Turkish territories via endeavors in ‘‘minority rights’’; and generates hope for the resolution of the ‘‘Eastern Ques_
tion’’ by way of side-tracking Turkey (Ilhan,
2000: 22).
Articulated as such, Turkey’s geography constitutes enough reason to say ‘‘no’’ to the Euro_
pean Union. This is because, in General Ilhan’s
zero-sum thinking, what the EU gains Turkey
_
loses. In making this argument, Ilhan invokes an understanding of geopolitics as ‘‘science’’
thereby rendering his recommendation the geo-politically correct course of action. This is in
contrast to the policy-makers’ efforts to join the EU, which are represented as erroneous in so
far as they go against the fait accomplis of geography (the decision to join the EU is ‘‘not
_
merely a political choice’’, Ilhan
[1989: 127] writes, it is geopolitics that ‘‘decides what
Turkey should do’’).

19

Military officer quoted in Belge (2003c: 229).
See http://www.mfa.gov.tr/MFA_tr/DisPolitika/GenelGorunum/. Internet. Accessed 18 April 2006.
21
See <www.europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report_2004/pdf/issues_paper_en.pdf>; and <www.europa.eu.int/
comm/enlargement/report_2004/pdf/tr_recommandation_en.pdf>. Internet. Accessed 18 April 2006.
20
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 There is a third, ‘‘yes, but.’’ position (Bilgin, 2005: 189e190), which is adopted by those
who favor Turkey’s membership provided that the EU agrees to accommodate Turkey’s
‘‘unique’’ characteristics, which are articulated in geopolitical terms. Consider the debates
that surrounded the ‘‘National Program’’ of 2001, which was prepared by the coalition government headed by Bülent Ecevit as a blueprint for the steps to be taken towards meeting EU
accession criteria. When it was pointed to Prime Minister Ecevit that the National Program
fell short of meeting EU requirements, he responded: ‘‘Given its geopolitical sensitivity, Turkey could conform [to EU criteria] only so much’’ (Ecevit, 2001). Ecevit also called the
European Union to turn to blind eye to Turkey’s limited compliance with EU conditionality,
through representing the National Program’s promises as already ‘‘far too bold for a country
occupying Turkey’s geography’’ (also see Ecevit, 2003a, 2003b).
Notwithstanding such differences, the discourses of seemingly diverse actors collude with
one another to produce one assumption: that Turkey’s geographical location is more unique
than others are, and that it has more deterministic power over Turkey’s policies than in some
other countries. Over the years, tapping into geopolitics has allowed both civilian and military,
‘secular’ and ‘conservative democrat’ actors to de-politicize what are essentially political issues
thereby rendering inevitable certain courses of action while marginalizing the alternatives.
Where the Turkish actors differ is on the question of what exactly it is that geography tells
Turkey to do. Let me focus on two issues that are frequently raised in TurkeyeEU relations
to illustrate this point: civilemilitary (im)balance and the Cyprus question.
Civilemilitary (im)balance
Notwithstanding the implications on civilemilitary dynamics of the dissemination of an
understanding of the military’s current status as a fait accompli of geography, such assumptions
have, over the years, became well rooted in the discourses of civilians as well. In responding to
criticisms regarding the military’s encroachment into foreign policy decision-making and
implementation, none other than Ambassador (Ret.) S
xükrü Elekdağ submitted:
due to its geopolitical and geostrategic characteristics, external security issues play a major role in shaping Turkey’s foreign policy..This requires the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the Office of the Chief of Staff to work in tandem with each other (Elekdağ, 1997).
Coming from a former member of the Foreign Ministry, an institution known for jealously
guarding its realm, Ambassador Elekdağ’s words are all the more striking.
In the post-1999 period, the European Union’s calls for redressing civilemilitary (im)balance as one of the conditions for acceding to European integration has been met by various
civilian and military actors’ unequivocal resort to geopolitics. Commander of the Land Forces
General Basxbuğ (2006) expressed the military’s response in no uncertain terms. If Turkey’s Military plays a role unlike any of its EU counterparts, he argued, this was because Turkey’s
‘‘difficult geography’’ required the military to be ‘‘strong at all times’’ and act as a guarantor of
the constitutive principles of the Republic. The parallel between the General’s and former
Prime Minister Ecevit’s position is worth pointing to: ‘‘Turkey is located at the most sensitive
geopolitical location in the world.this is why the Turkish Armed Forces play a crucial role’’
(Ecevit, 2003a). As Turkey’s military and civilian actors wrote into space the centrality of the
military’s status, envisioning alternative ways of managing civilemilitary dynamics has become
all the more difficult.
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The Cyprus question
The deterioration of the situation between the two communities in Cyprus from the mid1950s onwards was identified above as one of the factors that allowed geopolitics to become
rooted in the discourse of Turkey’s civilian actors. Still, references to the geopolitical significance of the island for Turkey’s security had remained sparse (but not totally absent) throughout
the years of crisis and turmoil (Belge, 2003b), with policy-makers putting the emphasis on solidarity with Cypriot brethren and humanitarian responsibility in explaining Turkey’s position.
Since the mid-1990s (when the military’s involvement in foreign policy making and implementation was an all time high and Turkey was coming under increasing EU pressure to change its
policy) Turkey’s position came to be justified almost exclusively on geopolitical grounds. Indeed, when the AKP government, in the aftermath of the 2002 elections, sought to make a historic break with the past and put pressure on the Turkish Cypriot leadership to accept the Annan
Plan22 as a basis for further negotiations, pro-status quo actors in Turkey had a range of geopolitical notions at hand to defend their position. ‘‘Cyprus is a matter of security for Turkey.it
_
is a matter of being’’, wrote General Ilhan
(n.d.) in an article entitled ‘‘The Geostrategice
Geopolitical Position and Influence of the Cyprus Island: The Annan Plan’’. Professor Çeçen
(n.d.) concurred: ‘‘Cyprus is the geopolitical centre of the earth’’. It is because Cyprus is the
centre, argued General (Ret.) Yavuz (2003), ‘‘it is one of the very few places of strategic significance on earth and is of crucial importance for Turkey’s geopolitics and security’’. When
asked to justify his intransigent position on the issue, then President of the Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus, Rauf Denktasx replied by tapping into Turkey’s geopolitical discourse:
‘‘We cannot erase Turkey’s rights by endorsing this document. This is the geopolitical right of
70 million people’’ (quoted in Belge, 2003a).23 The theme running through all these texts was
the determinacy of geography over politics and the centrality of Cyprus for Turkey’s security
as a fait accompli of geography.
Over the years, the ‘‘securityness’’ of Cyprus, which was confirmed through resort to ‘‘geopolitical truths’’, has permitted more ‘‘accommodating’’ policy alternatives to be marginalised.
The AKP government was able to change Turkey’s position not by way of challenging the
‘‘securityness’’ of Cyprus (Bilgin, 2007) or casting doubt upon Turkey’s ‘‘geopolitical rights’’
over the island but through calling for a more accommodating policy that would ease Turkey’s
way into the EU without risking the well-being of Turkish Cypriots.

Conclusion
‘‘The texts of geopolitical discourse’’, writes Leslie Hepple,
are not free-floating, innocent contributions to an ‘‘objective’’ knowledge, but are rooted
in what [Michael Foucault] calls ‘‘power/knowledge’’, serving the interests of particular
groups in society and helping to sustain and legitimate certain perspectives and interpretations (Hepple, 1992: 139).
22
Proposed by the UN Secretary General Kofi Annan as a basis for negotiations. The text is available at
http://www.hri.org/docs/annan/Annan_Plan_Text.html. Internet. Accessed 17 October 2006.
23
_
The term ‘‘geopolitical right’’ was introduced by Ilhan
(1986: 620).
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The case of Turkey provides ample support to that effect. Constructed through texts authored by
military geopoliticians, and disseminated through a variety of institutions including compulsory
military service (with access to all males 18þ years of age), the National Security Academy
(providing in-service training to high level civil servants and journalists), and the compulsory
high-school course ‘‘National Security’’, Turkey’s geopolitical discourse has allowed the military to not only play a central role in shaping domestic political processes but also make this
role seem ‘‘normal’’.
Turkey’s case also provides a contribution to the literature on the dynamics of geopolitical
discourse in ‘‘non-Western’’ settings. Through pointing to the ways in which notions adopted
from Classical Geopoliticians’ texts were re-worked to provide justify particular policy positions the analysis here has shown that geopoliticians in non-Western contexts are no ‘‘geopolitical dupes’’. While benefiting from the authority created by writing footnotes to ‘‘Western’’
geopoliticians’ texts, Turkey’s authors have turned their arguments around and warned against
‘‘Western conspiracies’’.
Finally, Turkey’s case also helps to illustrate the Critical Geopolitics argument that
geopolitical discourse shapes and, in turn, is shaped by domestic and foreign policymaking. Turkey’s geopolitical discourse, initially emerging as an inward-focused and status-quo oriented instrument used by military actors was later utilized by civilians as
a foreign policy tool. By the end of the 1990s, Turkey’s geopolitical discourse had
come full circle as a domestic politics tool with civilian and military actors deploying
geopolitical notions to argue that ‘‘Turkey’s geography does not allow for more democracy’’. The adverse implications of such representations for the reform process cannot be
underestimated.
The difficult position in which those who want to push ahead with the EU-led reform process have found themselves reinforces the observations made elsewhere that geopolitics
serves better the purposes of the conservatively oriented (by virtue of the ‘‘stasis’’ that is
thought to inhere in geography; see Murphy et al., 2004: 626; Taylor, 2003: 47). Turkey’s
case also reinforces a related observation that the consequences of the works by such conservative actors are ‘‘often disturbing to the established ‘international order’’’ (Sidaway et al.,
2004: 7). The argument here qualifies these two observations by pointing to the relationship
between them: what seems to allow the conservatively oriented to make a case for preserving
the status quo ‘‘inside’’ is calling for ‘‘radical’’ foreign policy projects (‘‘outside’’). The call
_
for Turkey turning towards ‘‘Eurasia’’ (Ilhan,
2000, 2002, 2005; Özdağ, 2003), as radical as it
may be for Turkish foreign policy, is also conservative in terms of its domestic implications
in that, if successful, it would stall the EU-led reform process. Through representing such
a radical turn in foreign policy as the geo-politically correct alternative, Turkey’s geopoliticians’ texts serve to foreclose domestic reforms. Through framing the need for Turkey to be
a ‘‘strong unitary nation state’’ as a fait accompli of Turkey’s geography, these texts endorse
a common sense about Turkey’s foreign policy that renders joining the EU a threat to Turkey’s security.
Those who seek Turkey’s accession to European integration have so far found it difficult to
resist this challenge for previously they had deployed similar assumptions of geographical determinism to make the opposite casedin favour of Turkey’s EU membership. Having committed themselves to assumptions of the determinacy of geography over policy-making, the way
out for those who want to see Turkey in the European Union is to begin renegotiate the terms
of the geopolitical discourse to be able to appeal to ‘‘domestic’’ audiences on this (geopolitical)
ground.
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